Founded in 1432, Université de Caen Normandie (UNICAEN) is among Europe’s 10 oldest universities. The university enrolls some 28,000 students on several campuses in Caen and other regionally implanted campuses (Alençon, Cherbourg-Octeville, Lisieux, Saint-Lô, and Vire). Each of Unicaen campuses makes modern equipment available to students, enhancing students’ quality of life and opportunities for academic success.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Science, Technology, Health
- Humanities and Social Sciences
- Law, Economics, Management
- Art, Letters, Languages
UNICAEN has a long tradition of interdisciplinarity; graduate schools break the boundaries of traditional areas of studies to form an innovative and contemporary research. Starting at Master level, trainings combine the different scientific domains to match the future career of students.

◆ RESEARCH
Twenty-one of UNICAEN’s 50 research units are affiliated with national research organizations such as CNRS, INSERM, CEA, INRA, and IFREMER. The University research efforts, organized in three multidisciplinary clusters, bring together all major academic partners in Caen: among them are Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Ingénieurs (ENSICAEN), the national heavy ion accelerator (GANIL), CYCERON (a neuroscience imaging platform), the University hospital, and François Baclesse regional cancer center. A center for research in humanities and ICORE (a super-institute for research on cells’ interactions assist in the management of Unicaen research efforts.

◆ STRENGTHS
- Quality of life: Caen is placed 7th in the ranking of major cities where to study
- Research environment and partnerships: main regional University, UNICAEN works tightly with the Regional Council, the engineering schools, the local authorities and companies implanted in the Region
- Professional insertion rate, 90% all diplomas included

- Internationalisation, a strategic priority: scientific cooperation, student mobility, full-English tracks, foreign language training for all disciplines, support for integration and French language training for foreign public

◆ LOCATION
- 2hrs from Paris
- 15 minutes from the Norman seaside
- 3 daily ferries to Portsmouth, England
- 1 airport with daily flights to/from Paris and Lyon

◆ Precise name of the institution
Université de Caen Normandie
◆ Type of institution
Public
◆ City where the main campus is located
Caen
◆ Number of students
28 390
◆ Percentage or number of international students
10%
◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
LMD - Health studies - University degrees (DU)
◆ French language courses
Yes - University diplomas of french studies - International summer courses - Language improvement programs - ‘à la carte’ programs
◆ Programs for international students
Yes - DU Graduate diploma in Management studies - International summer courses - Specific programs and combined trainings: contact Carré International
◆ Programs in English
Yes - DU Graduate diploma in Management studies (A2 French proficiency) - International summer courses
◆ Postal address
Université de Caen - Esplanade de la Paix - CS 14032 - 14032 Caen cedex 5

http://www.unicaen.fr